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ABSTRACT: 

A new method for driving relativistic plasma 
waves capable of ultra-high acceleration gradients 
(order iGeV/cm) is presented. By injecting a single 
laser frequency from the side, rather than colinearly 
with the accelerated particles, both pump depletion 
nnd particle dephasing may be avoidable. The coupling 
of the side injected laser to the relativistic plasma 
wave via a pre-formed density ripple in the plasma is 
modelled analytically and with computer simulation. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Present laser schemes for realizing the ultra- 
high gradients possible in plasma space charge waves 
(order lGeV/cm.) are generally colinear and suffer 
from the problem of pump depletion.l-4 That is, the 
Laser continually feeds its energy to plasma waves 
which, although having high phase velocity, have low 
group velocity and hence leave their energy behind. 

In this paper, we present a side-injected-laser 
scheme which enables the laser energy to be resup- 
plied along the length of the accelerator. Only one 
laser frequency is needed for this scheme, and the 
phase velocity of the excited plasma waves can be 
controlled along the accelerator. Thus, both pump 
depletion and particle dephasing can be avoided. 

The basic ideas is illustrated in Fig. 1. Laser 
radiation of frequency w. is incident approximately 
perpendicular to the axis of a long column of plasma. 
The plasma is of average2 d_ensitypno such that the 
plasma frequency wp (mp - 4nn,e /m) is slightly 
below w. and contains a neutral density ripple of 
wavenumber kr along the plasma axis. Such a ripple 
might be produced by launching an ion acoustic wave 
in the plasma or by ionizing a grating to form the 
plasma. If the laser is polarized along the plasma 
axis, a quisiresonant coupling between the Laser and 
the ripple drives a plasma space charge wave with 
phase velocity w,/k, along the axis. 
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Figure 1. A laser polarized along a preformed plasma 
density ripple wiggles electrons to produce a 
relativistic space charge wave. 

This scheme somewhat resembles the so called near 
field laser acceleration schemes which use a grating 
to couple laser energy to accelerated particles.’ 
Here the role of the grating is played by the plasma 
density ripple (with the advantage that the plasma is 
already ionized and cannot be destroyed by the laser 
fields).’ The plasma dynamics are similar to the 
quasiresonant mode coupling between long wavelength 
plasma waves and ion acoustic waves’, and also to 

parametric decay. * 

The coupling of laser energy to longitudinal 
wave energy via the ion acoustic or density ripple 
can be viewed as a three-wave process. The vector 
addttton of the wave energy-momentum h-vector of $he 
laser (wo, k,) plus that OE the rippte (tiac = 0, k,) 
equaLs that of the pLasma wave (w,, kp): 

% + Wac * “p 

50 + Lr a !2p 

(1) 

Since w. must be greater than wp in order to propa- 
gate in the plasma (k,2 = [wo2 - wp2]/c2 is the dis- 
persion relation for Light in a plasma), these equa- 
tions can only be satisfied approximately (hence the 
term quasiresonant coupling). Zf we take w. as cLose ~-- 
to wp as possible while still allowing propagation, 
the dispersion relation for light waves indicates 
that k, will be small and kp will Lie approximately 
along the k, axis. The gr?dient in plasma density 
which often occurs in the y direction will further 
facilitate propagating the laser into the ripple. 

The plasma velocity of the resulting plasma wave 
is evidently from (I) 

“ph 
=q=k+*, =z 

where we have assumed #ho near w p so that k, J 0. 

By slightLy varying the rtpple wavelength (h,) 
in such a way that X,(x) = 2~cv(x)/w, where v(x) is 
the velocity of an accelerating particle (xc), the 
phase velocity can be adjusted to match the accelera- 
ting piicticles. Alternatively, the particles might 
be surfed3 (phase Locked by an imposed DC magnetic 
field). 

The small amount of angle in gp relative to the 

plasma axis can be compensated for by angling the 
wavefronts of the density ripple as shown in Fig. 2. 
Alternatively, one might inject Lasers from both 
sides of the plasma and accelerate down the symmetry 
axis of the converging plasma waves that result. 
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Figure 2. Angled ripples enable kp along axis. 

THEORY: -- 

We may describe the growth and saturation of the 
plasma wave by a simple cold fluid model. Consider a 

neutral , rippled pLasma of density n(x)=no+Snsinkrx. 
Linearizing t!le electron plasma density as 
n=no+fin(x)+nL(x,t) and velocity vx=v,+vL(x,t), where 

“0 = (-eEO/mmo)cosmot E -voScos~~ot, we obtain for the 

momentum and continuity equations: 

av, 
at 

(2) 
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-a-i2Ltax[(,o+F;rlsi”~,x+,,l)(vl-”ilsc”sWot)] = 0 (3) 
Dt 

Subtracttng the spatial derivative OF (2) from the 
ttme dertvative of (3), we obtsin a wave equatfon for 
the clectca)n plasma wave density: 

32 
7$-(nlln,)+wPL(nl!“o) = 

where we have kept only the lowest order terms 
(assuming dn/n<<l, v,,s/c<<l), and WC have used 
Poisson’s equation for 9E1/3x = -4nenl. 

Each term on the right hand side of (4) 
represents a driver for the plasma wave which Is 
analogous to the pondermotive force term in the beat 
wave excitation scheme. In fact, equation (4) whould 
he just like that oE the laser beat excited plasma 
waves with the replacement 0E Rn/no with vos/c of the 
secol1.d laser and the inclusion of the relativistic 
correction to wp* pg2 + wp* (1-(3/S)(ni/no)2JI9. 
The present case dlf ers in that here both Left and 
right going plasma waves are excited. 

Tnltlally, since w. * w 
e’ 

each wave exhibits the 
secular growth of a resonant y driven harmonic 
oscillator: 

(v ./c)(Wn 1 E = --.a!&-----a- w 
4 P 

t 5) 

where E fs the anpLttude of nl/no. The corresponding 
electric field amplttude associated with the plasma 
space charge waves is from Poisson’s equation: 

E = ivenllk, J E/G V/cm 

where no is in units of cme3. 

The growth of the plasma wave will he ltmlted by 
the onset of any of the following three mechanisms. 
First, the plasma wave cannot grow beyond the 
amplttude corresponding to wavebreaking” or trapping 
of the background plasma; namely’: 

E 5 1 - fi vth/C - l/Yph (6a) 

where V ,, Is the plasma thermal velocity and yph = 
( b”ph25’?)-112 >> 1. 

Second, the detuning betjieen the laser at wo and the 
plasma at w,, will stop the wave growth aEter a time 

(q, - ‘tip) t 3 II at which time 

(6b) 

Final.ly , iE Ido is very close to wp, then the relat- 
ivistic frequency shift of the plasma wave may domin- 
ate the detuning. In analogy with the beat wavey, 
the relativistic detuning will cause saturation at 

C#+-$, 
l/3 

The actual saturation amplitude will then be governed 
by the smaller of Eqs. (6a-c). 

SIMULATUE: 

The mechanisms described in the previous sec- 
tions have been studied with one-and-three-halves 

dimensitJnal. (i.e., Y, vx, vy, vs) particle-in-cell 
simuLation codes. The sirnul.itlons illustrate the 
growth and saturation of the plasma waves and demon- 
strate subsequent acceleration of particles injected 
along the ctpple direction. In aLL simulations, the 
densi.ty ripple is inittally sinusoidal, ions are 
jmmohlle, the imposed electcic field is of the form 
E = ; Eosinwot (k, = 0) and periodic boundary condi- 
tions ace used. 

In Fig. 3, we show the gr!,wth of the plasma wave 
(E) in ttme at a fixed x position Eor a simulation 
with Rnfn = .2, vos/c = .I, I+, = 1.01 N,,. The 
theoretical growth rate Erom Eq. (5) is shown for 
comparison (actllaliy the growth rate plotted is twice 
Eq. (5) since E represents the sum of both left and 
right going waves). The wave detuning and subsequent 
decrease In amplitude after time 5l)1$,~’ is visible in 
the figure. The saturation amplitude is about 50X 
smaller than predicted by Eq. (6~). 
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Figure 3. Plasma wave growth, E vs. t at Etxed x in 
1-D simulat.ion. Straight lines are linear theory. 
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Figure 4. Particle energy y vs. X. 

In Fig. 4, we show the energy gained by tnjected 
electrons in another simulation (w. = l.lwp, v,,/c = 
. 37, &n/n = .2, w,/kr = .996c). The electrons have 
galned energy from r = 1.3 to y R 100 in a distance 
380 c/tip (approximateLy .6mm for CO2 parameters). The 
particles in Fig. 4 have raached their maximum energy 
as determined by the Length over which they dephase 
(Outrun) from the wave (the RWA limit’: hYJ2Eyph2, 
approximately 90 for this case). 

In principal, higher energtes can be reached by 
increasing the ripple spacing to speed up the wave or 
by surfing the particles across the wavefronts. In 
Fig. 5, we have applied a DC magnettc fiel.d Ho in the 
z directton in order to test the surfatron phase 
l.ocking mechani.sm3. The ripple and laser parameters 
were chosen such that Yph”3.2, s-.5. The maximum 
energy gain for such a case without phase locking 
(B,=O) would be f ram above: hy-10. In Fig. 5, the 
particles are phase locked and have already gained 
three ttmes this dephastng Limit. 

The simulattons provide insight into some 
interesting self-consistent effects. In Fig 6a, we 
show the plasma space charge field E vs. x at time 
48w,,-l in a surfatron run (wc/wp=.Ol, Yph”lO, v,,/c= 

. 12, h/n=. 1). The wave field amplitude is roughly 



~3.21 at this time and peaked at ee.38; the theoret- 

ical values from Eqs. (5) and (6~) are cx.29 and .4, 
respectively. 

Figure 5. y vs. x in a surfatron run (yph”3.2) and 
energy limit without phase locking (dashed). 
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Figure 6. a) E VS. x at wpt=48, b) px vs. x and 

c) Py “S- x at wpt=l20 in a surfatron run. 

Secondary peaks at the trough of each wave are 
distinctly visible in the figure. These are due to 
the space charge fields of trapped particles. 
Although injected uniformly with onLy.l% of the back- 
ground plasma density, it is clear from the phase 
space figures (6b & c) that they have become bunched 
in each of the pLasma waves. Note aLso that the 
ratio of momenta py/px is near the asymptotic surfa- 
troll Value of L/yph (from py/pz~Vy/V,J(c2-V,2)“2/V, 
and V, =Vph) . 

DLSCUSSTON --- 

One readily conceivable way to experimentally 
verify the wave excitation and acceleration q echanI.sm 
would be to use a CO2 laser prepulse to ionize a 
solid target upon which was etched a grating of ten 
micron periodicityll. This wouLd produce a rippled 
plasma. A second pulse which contained a few 
millijoules in the first couple of pfcoseconds of its 
ri.se could then accelerate electrons from the 
background plasma to up to LOMeV in .5 mm. 

The realization of the present scheme as a full 
scale accelerator faces several technological 
hurdles. Requirements on the acu%xy of the density 
ripple spacing are severe. A practical way of sweep- 
ing the Laser energy along the system must be develo- 
ped (such as that depicted in Fig. 7). Without sweep- 
ing the laser energy, the length of each stage would 
be limited by the onset of ion motion to be about 
(MT/m) plasma wavelengths (where i’li is the ion mass). 
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Figure 7. 2 possible means of sweeping laser energy. 

A number of physics issues remain to be studied. 
For example, the effect of the pondermotive force 
caused by the Einite width of the lasers is of 
interest, as are ripple decay times and finite k, 
effects. The potential advantages of this scheme-- 
ultra-high gradients, avoidance of pump depletion and 
particle dephasing, and the use of a singLe frequency 
laser--make these issues worth pursuing. 
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